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Negatively charged excitons and photoluminescence in asymmetric quantum wells
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We study photoluminescence~PL! of charged excitons (X2) in narrow asymmetric quantum wells in high
magnetic fieldsB. The binding of allX2 states strongly depends on the separationd of electron and hole
layers. The most sensitive is the ‘‘bright’’ singlet, whose binding energy decreases quickly with increasingd
even at relatively smallB. As a result, the value ofB at which the singlet-triplet crossing occurs in theX2

spectrum also depends ond, and decreases from 35 T in a symmetric 10 nm GaAs well to 16 T ford
50.5 nm. Since the critical values ofd at which differentX2 states unbind are surprisingly small compared
to the well width, the observation of strongly boundX2 states in an experimental PL spectrum implies virtually
no layer displacement in the sample. This casts doubt on the interpretation of PL spectra of heterojunctions in
terms ofX2 recombination.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.085305 PACS number~s!: 71.35.Ji, 71.35.Ee, 73.21.2b
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical properties of a quasi-two-dimensional el
tron gas~2DEG! in a high magnetic fieldB have been widely
studied both experimentally1–15 and theoretically.16–33 The
2DEG is usually realized in semiconductor quantum we
~QW’s! or heterojunctions~HJ’s!. In QW’s, where electrons
(e) and valence holes (h) are confined in the same 2D laye
the photoluminescence~PL! spectrum shows emission from
the radiative states of neutral (X5e1h) and charged (X2

52e1h) excitons interacting with one another and with fr
electrons.

The existence of a boundX2 complex was first predicted
by Lampert16 in bulk semiconductors; however, it could n
be observed experimentally because of the small binding
ergy D. It was later shown by Stebe and Ainane17 that the
X2 binding is significantly enhanced in 2D systems. Inde
anX2 state with aD of about 3 meV was detected by Khen
et al.2 in a CdTe QW. Subsequent extensi
experimental3–12 and theoretical20–25 studies established tha
X2 occurs in the form of a number of different bound stat
The state observed by Khenget al. was the singlet,Xs

2 ,
whose total electron spinJ is zero. This is the only boundX2

state in the absence of a magnetic field.
MacDonald and Rezayi18 showed that the decoupling o

optically active excitons from electrons in the lowest Land
level ~LL ! due to the ‘‘hidden symmetry’’34,35 causes an un
binding of Xs

2 ~and other optically active complexes larg
than X) for B→`. However, a different boundX2 state
exists in this limit. It is a tripletXtd

2 , with J51 and finite
angular momentumL521.20 Since both the hidden
symmetry21,34,35 and the angular momentum
conservation25–28 independently forbid recombination of a
isolatedXtd

2 in the lowest LL, its optical lifetimet td in high
magnetic fields is expected to be long, and is determined
scattering and/or disorder.
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The fact that theXtd
2 binding energyD td decreases with

decreasingB implies a singlet-triplet crossing in theX2

spectrum at a certainB, estimated23,25 at about 35 T for a
10-nm GaAs QW. Although PL experiments in high ma
netic fields indeed showed emission from a pair ofX2

states,4–8 the crossing was not found,6 nor was the intensity
t21 of the peak assigned to the triplet seen to decrease
increasingB or decreasing electron density. This appare
discrepancy between theory and experiment was recently
solved by a numerical discovery25 of yet anotherX2 state: a
‘‘bright’’ triplet Xtb

2 . The Xtb
2 state hasL50 and J51, a

large oscillator strengtht tb
21 , and a small binding energy

D tb , and occurs in high magnetic fields in QW’s of finit
width.

While the identification of the experimentally observe
triplet as theXtb

2 state explains its small binding energy, th
fact that the more strongly boundXtd

2 state is not observed
confirms its very long optical lifetimet td . The reason why
t td remains large in the presence of surrounding electr
~although thee-X2 scattering breaks theL50 selection rule
for an isolatedX2) is the short range ofe-X2 repulsion,
which causes Laughline-X2 correlations36,37 and the effec-
tive isolation of allX2 states from the 2DEG.25 These cor-
relations are also responsible for the insensitivity of the
spectra of QW’s to the electron density, and for the succ
of its description in terms of theX2 quasiparticles and thei
single-particle properties such as binding energyD, PL en-
ergy v, or oscillator strengtht21.

The major difficulty in comparing the numerical and e
perimental data is that most experiments are carried ou
asymmetrically doped QW’s4–8 or HJ’s,10,11 in which an
electric field perpendicular to the 2DEG modifies confin
ment and, among other effects, leads to a displacemen
electron and hole layers. This displacement or separation
tween the electron and hole layers has been ignored in
existing realistic calculations~those which take into accoun
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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the finite widths of the electron and hole layers, LL mixin
etc.!,23–25 although from more idealized calculations~zero-
layer widths and no LL mixing!33 it can be expected to
weaken theX2 binding, possibly in a different manner fo
different X2 states.

In this paper we incorporate the finite electron-hole la
displacementd into the model used earlier25 to study X2

states in narrow symmetric QW’s. The displacementd and a
pair of widthswe* andwh* of electron and hole layers mak
three independent effective parameters of our model.
though a finited is intended to describe mainly the polari
ing effect of an electric field in asymmetric QW’s or HJ’s,
must be kept in mind that in reality the electric field not on
causes displacement of layers, but modifies their shape
width as well.38 On the other hand, our effective parameted
is not equivalent to the bare displacement of single-elec
and hole wave functions caused by the electric field on
Rather,d measures the actual average electron-hole sep
tion in the direction perpendicular to the layers~along thez
axis! within a bound state, and thus~indirectly! also depends
on the correlations in thez direction, details of the confining
potentials, etc. Despite the simplicity and the phenome
logical character of this model, dictated by a limited know
edge of the exact single-electron and hole wave functi
and their dependence on a particular sample, we were ab
obtain results that, in connection with the experimental
spectra of asymmetric QW’s or HJ’s, add to our gene
understanding ofX2 states in these structures.

Using exact numerical diagonalization in Haldane
spherical geometry,39 we examine the dependence of bindi
energies of all different boundX2 states on both the mag
netic field and the displacementd. In addition to the bright
singlet Xs

2 ~denoted here byXsb
2 ) and two triplets,Xtd

2 and
Xtb

2 , we identify a dark singletXsd
2 with an angular momen

tum L522 which occurs atd.0, in analogy to a
known40,41 D2 ~charged donor! state at the sameL. We
demonstrate that the binding energies of allX2 states depend
strongly ond. Most sensitive is theXsb

2 state, which unbinds
whend reaches merely 5–10 % of the QW width~depending
on B).

Two major conclusions follow from this result:~i! In the
presence of even small layer displacement, the singlet-tri
crossing in theX2 spectrum shifts to a considerably low
magnetic field~e.g., from 35 T in a symmetric 10-nm GaA
QW to 16 T for d50.5 nm). We expect that this coul
stabilize the hypothetical two-component incompressi
fluid states involving long-livedXtd

2 quasiparticles,26,27 and
enable its detection in transport experiments.~ii ! The obser-
vation of strongly boundX2 states in an experimental P
spectrum implies zero or very small layer displacement
the sample~compared to the QW width!. While for asym-
metrically doped QW’s the displacement can be decrea
due to electron-hole correlations in the direction perpend
lar to the QW, the interpretation of PL spectra of HJ’s
terms ofX2 recombination is questionable.

II. MODEL

In order to preserve the 2D symmetry of a QW in a fini
size calculation, the electrons and holes are confined
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Haldane sphere39 of radiusR. The magnetic fieldB normal to
the surface is due to a Dirac magnetic monopole in the ce
of the sphere. The monopole strength 2S is defined in the
units of elementary flux, f05hc/e, so that 2Sf0

54pR2B, and the magnetic length isl5R/AS.
The single-particle orbitals~monopole harmonics! are

eigenstates of angular momentum42,43:

L2uS,l ,m&5\2l ~ l 11!uS,l ,m&,

LzuS,l ,m&5\muS,l ,m&. ~1!

Their energies

«Slm5\vcS n1
1

2
1

n~n11!

2S D ~2!

form (2l 11)-fold degenerate shells~LL’s ! labeled byn5 l
2S50, 1, . . . , and~in the limit of large 2S) separated by
the cyclotron energy\vc5\eB/mc ~wherem is the effec-
tive electron or hole cyclotron mass!.

The parameters we used for calculation are appropr
for GaAs/AlxGa12xAs QW’s of widthw510 nm and an Al
concentrationx50.33. In such structures, mixing betwee
light- and heavy-hole subbands in the valence band is
very strong23 and both electrons and~heavy! holes can be
described in the effective-mass approximation. The vale
subband mixing enters the model through the dependenc
the effective cyclotron mass of the holemh on the magnetic
field ~after Coleet al.44!. We omit the Zeeman splitting o
electron and hole spin statesus& and only discuss the Cou
lomb part of the binding energy. While the actual electr
and holeg factors depend on the QW width45 and magnetic
field,46 and on the wave vectork ~and thus on a particularX
or X2 wave function7!, they mainly affect the stability of
spin-unpolarized complexes25 and affect much less the split
ting of PL peaks for a given polarization of light. Let us no
that although the Zeeman contribution to theX2 binding
energy is fairly small in GaAs structures due to a smalg
factor in this material, it is much larger in other materia
~CdTe, ZnSe, GaN, etc.!, where it strongly favors the triple
X2 states over the singlet ones.9,14 We also neglect mixing
between different electron and hole QW subbands
~weak23! electron-hole correlations in thez direction. Instead,
we use effective widths of electron and hole layers,we* and
wh* , and their effective displacementd, which account both
for actual widths and displacement of single-particle wa
functions and for the effects of QW subband mixing a
correlations.

Thus the single-particle states used in our calculation
labeled by a composite indexi 5@n,m,s#, and describe an
electron or a heavy hole with spin projections, whose in-
plane quantum numbers aren andm, and the wave functions
in the z direction are fixed and controlled bywe* , wh* , and
d. The electron-hole Hamiltonian can be generally written

H5(
i ,a

cia
† cia« ia1 (

i jkl ,ab
cia

† cj b
† ckbclaVi jkl

ab , ~3!
5-2
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FIG. 1. The energy spectra~energyE vs an-
gular momentumL) of the 2e1h system on a
Haldane sphere with 2S520. Open and full
circles mark singlet and triplet states, respe
tively. The magnetic field isB517 T @~a! and
~b!# and B552 T @~c! and ~d!#. The layer dis-
placement isd/l50 @~a! and ~c!# and d/l50.1
@~b! and~d!#. l is the magnetic length. The angu
lar momentum multiplets atL58, 9, and 10 on a
sphere correspond to those of angular moment
projection M<22, M<21, and M<0 on a
plane, respectively.
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wherecia
† andcia create and annihilate particlea (e or h) in

statei, andVi jkl
ab are the Coulomb matrix elements. While th

3D Coulomb matrix elements for an arbitrary electron a
hole density profiles%(z) can be integrated numerically,23,24

we make the following approximation.25 For the density
functions in thez direction we take%(z)}cos2(pz/w* ), that
is, we replace the actual QW by one with infinite walls at t
interface and a larger effective widthw* . For 10-nm GaAs
QW’s the best fits to the actual wave functions are obtai
for we* 513.3 nm andwh* 511.5 nm. The effective 2D in-
teraction

V~r !56E dzE dz8
%~z!%~z8!

Ar 21~z2z8!2
~4!

is approximated byVd(r )561/Ar 21d2, where the param-
eterd accounts for the finite widths and displacement of
layers.47 For the e-e repulsion we takew* 5we* and d
5w* /5, and for thee-h attractionw* 5 1

2 (we* 1wh* ) and d
5w* /51d. The 2D matrix elements ofVd(r ) are close to
the 3D ones, and can be evaluated analytically.

The HamiltonianH is diagonalized numerically for a sys
tem of two electrons and one hole, in the basis including
to five LL’s (n<4), with up to 2S11521 orbitals in the
lowest LL. The eigenstates are labeled by two total angu
momentum quantum numbersL andLz , and the total spin of
the pair of electronsJ50 or 1. The conservation of two
orbital quantum numbers in a finite Hilbert space is the m
jor advantage of using Haldane’s spherical geometry
model an infinite planar system with 2D translational sy
metry. The pair of numbersL andLz corresponds directly to
08530
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a pair of conserved quantities on a plane: total angular m
mentum projectionM and an additional numberK associ-
ated with the partial decoupling of the center-of-mass mot
in a magnetic field.28,48 On a sphere, the states within a L
have differentLz’s and the sameL, and on a plane they hav
different K’s and the sameL5M1K.

The conservation ofL ~or L) in the calculation is essentia
to identify of theX2 optical selection rules.25 Since the op-
tically active electron-hole pair hasL50 (L50), and the
electron left behind after theX2 recombination hasl 5S
(L50), only thoseX2 states atL5S (L50) are radiative
~‘‘bright’’ !. Other ~‘‘dark’’ ! states cannot recombine unle
the 2D symmetry and the resulting angular momentum c
servation are broken~e.g., in a collision with an impurity or
another particle!.

The spherical model obviously has some limitations,
most important of which is a modification of interactions d
to the surface curvature. However, if the correlations m
eled have a finite~short! rangej that scales withl ~as for the
electron-hole correlations that cause binding of theX2

states!, j can be made small compared toR at large 2S, and
the finite-size effects are eliminated in the 2S→` limit.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The 2e1h low-energy spectra for two different values o
B517 and 52 T, and atd/l50 and 0.1, are shown in Fig. 1
The calculation was carried out for 2S520 and including
five LL’s (n<4). We have checked25 that these numbers ar
sufficient to obtain quantitatively meaningful results. The e
ergy E is measured from the exciton energyEX , so that for
the boundX2 states below the dotted lines, the vertical ax
5-3
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show the negative of their binding energy:2D5E2EX .
Singlet (J50) and triplet (J51) states are marked wit
open and full dots, respectively. The energy is plotted a
function of total angular momentum, and each data po
represents a degenerateL multiplet.

The states of particular interest are bound states with
largestD and/or bright states atL5S. Depending onB and
d, we identify all or some of the following boundX2 states
in the spectrum: bright singletXsb

2 at L5S (L50), dark
singlet Xsd

2 at L5S22 (L522), bright triplet Xtb
2 at L

5S (L50), and dark tripletXtd
2 at L5S21 (L521). As

shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!, in the absence of layer dis
placement theXsb

2 is the ground state at the lower magne
field of B517 T, but at a higher magnetic field ofB
552 T it is Xtd

2 that has the lowest energy. Another brig
stateXtb

2 occurs in the spectrum, but it has higher ener
thanXsb

2 or Xtd
2 at all fields. There is also a darkXsd

2 state that
becomes bound at a sufficiently largeB, but it is not ex-
pected to affect the PL spectrum because it is neither ra
tive nor strongly bound at anyB. The situation is dramati-
cally different when a finite layer displacement is included
Figs. 1~b! and 1~d!. For d50.1l, the binding energies of al
X2 states are significantly reduced. The most affected is
bright singletXsb

2 , which is no longer the ground state eve
at a relatively low magnetic field ofB517 T. It is quite
remarkable that a displacement as small asd50.62 nm~at
B517 T) or d50.36 nm~at B552 T), that is only a few
percent of the QW width ofw510 nm and certainly could
be expected in asymmetric QW’s, causes such a recons
tion of theX2 spectrum. The ground-state transition from
bright singlet to a dark triplet, induced at lowerB, is similar
to that caused by a magnetic field atd50.23,25

The effect of the layer displacement on the dependenc
the X2 binding energies on the magnetic field is shown
Fig. 2. At d50, the binding energies of the two bright stat
remain almost constant over a wide range ofB, in contrast to
the two dark states, which quickly gain binding energy wh
B increases. As found in previous studies,23,25 this different
D(B) dependence results in a singlet-triplet ground-st
transition at B'35 T. At a small displacement ofd
50.5 nm, the binding energy of the bright singletXsb

2 de-

FIG. 2. TheX2 binding energiesE calculated on a Haldane
sphere with the LL degeneracy 2S11521, plotted as a function o
the magnetic fieldB. The parameters are appropriate for a 10-n
GaAs quantum well. The layer displacement isd50 ~a! and d
50.5 nm~b!.
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creases rather quickly as a function ofB, more so than the
binding energies of otherX2 states. As a result, the single
triplet transition occurs at a much lower magnetic field
B'16 T, and the bright singlet unbinds completely at
value of B larger than about 60 T. Actually, neither brigh
state is strongly bound atB.60 T, while the binding ener-
gies of both dark states remain fairly large~e.g., Dsd
51.0 meV andD td51.7 meV atB560 T).

To illustrate the effect of the layer displacement on t
X2 states most clearly, in Fig. 3 we plot theX2 binding
energies as a function ofd for two values of the magnetic
field. In both frames,d goes from 0 tol ~wherel56.2 and
3.6 nm atB517 and 52 T, respectively!. For B517 T the
ground-state transition fromXsb

2 to Xtd
2 occurs at d

50.4 nm, and forB552 T Xtd
2 is the ground state at al

displacements. It is clear that the displacement has more
fect on the binding energy ofXsb

2 than on the binding energy
of the next most strongly bound state,Xtd

2 . This can be un-
derstood by noting that theXsb

2 complex has smalleruLu and
thus a smaller average electron-hole distance^r eh&, and that
the effect of a finited in Vd(r ) decreases asr increases.

Let us point out that the binding energies obtained h
are rather sensitive, not only toB or d, but also to other
details of our model, including some of its simplifications
approximations. For example, a slightly different approxim
tion used here to calculate thee-h Coulomb matrix elements
at d50 resulted in smaller binding energies compared
Ref. 25 ~although the difference inD appears to be simila
for all X2 states, and the singlet-triplet crossing is obtain
at the sameB, which means that the difference between t
models affectsEX rather thanEX2). Whittaker and Shields23

showed that even in narrow QW’s the inclusion of high
QW subbands and electron-hole correlations in thez direc-
tion somewhat enhances theX2 binding, especially that of
theXsb

2 state. Based on their calculation, one can expect
our values, obtained in the lowest subband approximat
are underestimated by up to 0.5 meV, depending onB and
the particularX2 state. Despite the difficulty in obtaining
definite values ofD, two conclusions arising from our cal
culation seem important, and at the same time indepen
of the approximations made.

FIG. 3. TheX2 binding energies vs the displacement of t
electron and hole layers in a 10-nm asymmetric quantum well.
magnetic field isB517 T ~a! andB552 T ~b!. EX is the exciton
energy.
5-4
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NEGATIVELY CHARGED EXCITONS AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 085305
~i! Even a small displacement of electron and hole wa
functions in thez direction shifts the singlet-triplet transitio
to a considerably lower value of the magnetic field. The
fore, the theoretical value ofB'35 T for the crossing in a
10-nm QW must be understood as the upper estimate, an
an experimental sample the crossing can occur at any sm
value. This effect broadens the range of magnetic fields
which theXtd

2 ’s, together with electrons, are both the mo
stable and long-lived quasiparticles in the electron-hole s
tem. It thus seems that the proposed26,27 incompressible fluid
states ofXtd

2 ’s and electrons could be observed more ea
in slightly asymmetric QW’s.

~ii ! The binding energies of both brightX2 states are
strongly sensitive to layer displacement. Therefore, the
combination from strongly boundX2 states observed in a
experimental PL spectrum implies zero or very small d
placement in the sample~compared to the QW width!. The
parameterd used in our model describes the displacemen
electron and hole wave functions in thez direction within a
particular boundX or X2 state, and must be distinguishe
from the bare displacementd0 of single-electron and single
hole wave functions due to an external electric field~e.g.,
caused by a charged doped layer!. It is therefore possible
that, even in strongly asymmetric QW’s, electron-hole c
relations in thez direction~which favor small displacement!
dominate the effect of external electric field~which causes
displacement!, and the resultingd is much smaller thand0 .
If correct, this picture of symmetry~partially! restored by
correlations would explain the success of ‘‘symmet
models’’23–25 in describing a wide class of both symmetr
and asymmetric QW’s~and invalidate the use of the lowe
subband approximation withd0 taken for unbound particles!.
However, it does not seem possible that anyX2 states should
form in HJ’s where the electrons are confined in a narrow
layer and the holes remain outside of this layer. Con
quently, the interpretation of multiplets in the PL spectra
HJ’s in terms ofX and X2 recombination seems questio
able. A recent alternative interpretation33 involves coupling a
rd
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distant hole to~Laughlin! charge excitations of the 2DEG
and the formation of bound and radiative~fractionally
charged! excitonic complexes of a different type.

IV. CONCLUSION

Using exact numerical diagonalization in Haldane
spherical geometry, we have studied the effect of the d
placementd of electron and hole layers on the binding ene
gies of theX2 states formed in narrow asymmetric QW’s
high magnetic fieldsB. Depending onB and d, different
bound X2 states were identified in the 2e1h spectrum:
bright singletXsb

2 , dark singletXsd
2 , bright triplet Xtb

2 , and
dark triplet Xtd

2 . The binding energies of allX2 states
quickly decrease as a function ofd. The most sensitive is the
strongly boundXsb

2 state, and even at displacements ve
small compared to the QW width, the magnetic-field-induc
transition from this bright ground state to the darkXtd

2

ground state occurs at significantly lower values ofB. The
critical displacement for which the brightX2 states unbind is
only 5–10 % of the QW width~depending onB). Therefore,
detection of theX2 recombination in an experimental P
spectrum implies virtually no displacement of electron a
hole layers~within the observedX2 states!. While in asym-
metric QW’s small values ofd can result from electron-hole
correlations, the interpretation of the PL spectra of HJ’s
terms ofX2’s is questionable.
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